We derive an analytical weak approximation of a multidimensional diffusion process as coefficients or time are small. Our methodology combines the use of Gaussian proxys to approximate the law of the diffusion and a Finite Element interpolation of the terminal function applied to the diffusion. We call this method Stochastic Approximation Finite Element (SAFE for short) method. We provide error bounds of our global approximation depending on the diffusion process coefficients, the time horizon and the regularity of the terminal function. Then we give estimates of the computational cost of our algorithm. This shows an improved efficiency compared to Monte-Carlo methods in small and medium dimensions (up to 10), which is confirmed by numerical experiments.
Introduction.
Motivation and contribution of the paper. We consider for d ≥ 1 a d-dimensional stochastic differential equation (SDE) defined by:
where (W t ) t≥0 is a standard Brownian motion in R q on a filtered probability space (Ω, F , (F t ) t≥0 , P) with the usual assumptions on the filtration (F t ) t≥0 . Here, σ is a d × q matrix and b is a d-dimensional vector, their entries being regular and bounded functions. We are interested in deriving analytical approximations of
for a given function h, at least Lipschitz continuous, and a fixed time horizon T > 0. The explicit calculus of (1.1) is most of the time impossible because the marginal law of the diffusion X is not known and because of the general form of the function h. Hence it is usual to perform a numerical method. For low dimension (say d ≤ 3), we may use PDE schemes since (x 0 , T ) → E[h(X T )] solves a linear parabolic PDE but the complexity is increasing very quickly with the dimension d. For higher dimension, Monte-Carlo methods are preferred, but although almost insensitive to the dimension, they only evaluate the above expectation for a single (x 0 , T ). The aim of this work is to provide an alternative numerical method, based on analytical approximation, and we highlight an approach suiting well to general functions h without specific form (under reasonable conditions) and to rather general diffusion models. The quick and efficient approximation of SDE distributions is fundamental, it is widely used as a cornerstone of probabilistic algorithms related to the dynamic programming problems which necessitate the evaluation of many nested conditional expectations (for instance, see [1] for optimal stopping problems and [16] for Backward SDEs). Our subsequent numerical method (called Stochastic Approximation Finite Element, SAFE for short) relies both on the weak approximation of the marginal law of X T and on the approximation of the function h. Firstly, to approximate the law of X, we consider the Gaussian proxy process obtained by freezing at x = x 0 the diffusion coefficients:
Using the Proxy principle of [9] , we derive a weak approximation in the form (see Theorem 2.1):
where α ∈ {1, . . . , d} |α| is a multi-index, w α,T are weights depending explicitly on the SDE coefficients and where the sensitivities ∂ |α| α 1 ... α |α| E[h(X P T + )] =0 are well defined as soon as the law of X P T is non degenerate. Apart from few specific cases of functions h (for example if h has separable variables combined with the independence of the X P T components), the representation (1.3) can not be directly computed in closed forms: however, it can be rewritten in a simple expectation form suitable for simple and direct Monte-Carlo simulations (see Theorem 2.3). To obtain fully analytical formulas, another ingredient is needed. The second step is to approximate the function h by a local interpolation based on suitable shape functions of Finite Element Methods (see Theorems 2.4-2.5-2.8). Denoting byĥ the resulting interpolation of h, the final structure of approximation becomes
which accuracy and complexity are given in Theorems 2.6-2.8 and Corollaries 2.7-2.9. The convergence holds as b, σ or T go to 0 in a suitable sense. The key feature in this methodology is that the interpolation procedure is done in such a way that the calculus of the above expectations is fully explicit and reduces to computations involving the c.d.f. of a one-dimensional Gaussian r.v. and its derivatives (see Subsection 2.2) . The flexibility and the accuracy of our formulas allow their use as it stands or alternatively it could serve as a control variates tool to improve Monte-Carlo methods. Background results. We briefly describe the main known approaches to approximate the distribution of a SDE. Time discretization schemes are broadly described in [13] : they consist in replacing X by an approximationX easier to simulate, the evaluation of E(h(X T )) is then made using Monte-Carlo simulations. The balance between discretization and integration errors is described in [6] . Alternatively, the cubature on Wiener space by Kusuoka-Lyons-Victoir [15, 18] is a wellestablished theory. It is based on a smart discrete approximation of the Wiener measure, which leads to solving ODEs in order to approximate X. The splitting method by Ninomiya-Victoir [19] also reduces to solving ODEs. Clearly, these approaches are different from ours. The quantization method [10] is aimed at approximating the distribution of X T with a fixed number of points, optimally w.r.t. a L p -norm; for applications to stochastic processes, see for instance [1] . This differs from the current work. The use of asymptotic methods has been much developed during the recent years, mostly in the fields of mathematical finance. As opposed to our setting, the related works deal mainly with one-dimensional processes and specific h. Mathematical approaches are numerous, see [7, 3, 17] among others. Here, we address the multi-dimensional case with general functions h, extending much the setting of previous references.
Organization of the paper. In the following, we introduce notations and assumptions that are used throughout the paper. We state in Section 2 the main results of the paper:
• We first provide in Notations, definitions and assumptions. £Linear algebra. The j-th column of a matrix A will be denoted by A j (or A j,t if A is a time-dependent matrix) and its i-th row by A i . A * denotes the transpose of A and if it is a squared matrix, det(A) stands for its determinant. I m denotes the m-dimensional identity matrix, ·, · the inner product on R m and | · | is the Euclidean norm on R m . £ Functions. As usual, C k which takes values in R p 2 ⊗ R p 1 is simply denoted ∇g(t, x) = (∂ x 1 g(t, x), . . . , ∂ x p 1 g(t, x)); when p 2 = 1, we denote its Hessian matrix by H(g)(t, x) = (∂ 2 x i ,x j g(t, x)) i, j∈{1,...,p 1 } . Furthermore, we often use the short notation ∂ α g(t, x) for ∂ |α| x α 1 ...x α |α| g(t, x), i.e. the partial derivative of g w.r.t. a multi-index α according to the space variable. We denote by Lip(R d , R) the space of Lipschitz functions h : R d → R satisfying C Lip,h := sup x,y∈R d ,x y |h(x)−h(y)| |x−y| < +∞. £ About the Gaussian proxy. Whenever unambiguous, we use the notations σ t := σ(t, x 0 ) and b t := b(t, x 0 ) for any t ∈ [0, T ] and we denote by Σ t := σ t σ * t the d-dimensional non-negative definite covariance matrix at time t associated to the Gaussian process X P defined in (1.2). We start with an easy result, which notations are used throughout the paper. Property 1.1. 
The distribution of X P T is normal with mean m P
To avoid uninteresting situations, we assume
In particular, the matrix V P T is positive definite. From (H x 0 ) and Property 1.1 we easily deduce Property 1.2.
The distribution of X P T has a density f P
, such that for any
for a constant C α,d > 0 that depends in a non-decreasing way on T , M 0 (σ, b) and
Then φ P is of class C ∞ and all the derivatives
£ Miscellaneous. We use the following notations to state our error estimates throughout the paper:
• "A = O(B)" means that |A| ≤ CB where C stands for a generic constant that is a non-negative non-decreasing function of the parameters d, T , M 0 (σ, b), M 1 (σ, b) and C V . Unless made explicit, a generic constant may depend on the test function h. • Similarly, if A is non-negative, A ≤ c B means that A ≤ CB for a generic constant C. Lastly, for a r.v. Y ∈ R m (m ≥ 1) and for p ≥ 1, ||Y|| p = (E|Y| p ) 1 p stands for its L p -norm.
Main results.
2.1. Second order weak approximation. The model proxy has the advantage to have an explicit Gaussian law and the accuracy of the approximations σ(t, X t ) ≈ σ(t, x 0 ) and b(t, X t ) ≈ b(t, x 0 ) can be justified if M 1 (σ, b), M 0 (σ, b) and T are globally small enough (see Lemma 3.1). Nevertheless, we can not reasonably expect
T )] to be solely accurate enough and we provide correction terms. To derive them, we make an intensive use of the next interpolated process:
so that X η=1 = X and X η=0 = X P . Under (H x 0 )-i), almost surely for any t, η → X η t is C 2 ([0, 1], R d ), see [14] . The dynamics of the two first derivatives (Ẋ η t := ∂ η X η t ) t≥0 and (Ẍ η t := ∂ 2 η 2 X η t ) t≥0 are obtained by a straight differentiation of the SDE satisfied by X η :
Then combining Taylor expansions for the interpolated process X η and the function h (here assumed to be smooth enough for the sake of brevity), we propose the following weak stochastic approximation:
where the explicit calculus of the corrective term E[∇h(X P T )Ẋ T ] is performed in Proposition A.2 whereas the estimate of the error Error SA 2,h is postponed to Section 3. This leads to the following Theorem (stated for only Lipschitz function h).
Theorem 2.1. (Second order weak approximation using the Gaussian proxy). Assume (H x 0 ) and suppose that h ∈ Lip(R d , R). Then we have:
where:
x 0 ). The stochastic approximation error term is estimated as follows: T and is null if M 1 (σ, b) = 0 or if C Lip,h = 0 (i.e. h is constant). That justifies the label of second order weak approximation. When h(x) = φ( d i=1 η i x i ) with η i ≥ 0, the above expansion coincides with that of [9, Theorem 2.1]related to averaged diffusions.
Although the density of the Gaussian proxy is known, the approximation formula (2.6) does not reduce to fully explicit calculations, due to the general form of h. Nevertheless, we can derive another representation as an expectation of h(X P T ) modified by an explicit weight: this is easily obtained by transferring the ε-differentiation of the expectation h P (ε) (associated to correction terms) into a differentiation of the proxy Gaussian density f P . This is a somewhat standard argument, in particular regarding the Malliavin calculus applications [20, Section 6.2], we skip details of the derivation. The advantage of this representation as an expectation is to make possible its evaluation by standard Monte-Carlo methods involving only simulations of the Gaussian proxy X P T , see our subsequent numerical experiments. Theorem 2.3. Under the notations and assumptions of Theorem 2.1, the main terms of the stochastic approximation are
As an alternative to a Monte-Carlo evaluation based on (2.9), we provide in the following Subsection a new numerical method to approximate the expansion formula (2.6) taking advantage of a multilinear interpolation with hat functions, which theoretical accuracy is given according to the h-smoothness. The extension to multiquadratic interpolation is presented afterwards.
2.
2. An efficient algorithm using multilinear finite elements. We define the hat function Λ µ z with center z ∈ R and size parameter µ > 0 by:
Observe that E(Λ µ z (G 1 )) is known in explicit form when G 1 is a scalar Gaussian r.v. (like the proxy): therefore, replacing h by a linear interpolationĥ (using the Λ µ z -function) leads to a fully explicit formula for (2.6). To extend to the d-dimensional case, we wish to use tensor products of such a function basis in all directions to provide an interpolation of h. However remark that for any (G 1 , G 2 ) Gaussian vector and any z 1 , z 2 , µ 1 , µ 2 , the calculus of E Λ µ 1 z 1 (G 1 )Λ µ 2 z 2 G 2 is not tractable, except in the case of zero correlation; thus an additional ingredient is necessary to maintain explicit formulas. In order to be placed in a situation of uncorrelated Gaussian r.v., we introduce an affine transformation A of the space, composed of a rotation using the d-dimensional diagonal matrix U V (involved in the diagonal decomposition of V P T ) and a translation of vector m P T (the expectation of X P T ). The following presentation is aimed at providing the construction of the right grid (nodes, directions, size).
£ Description of the methodology. We consider a finite product grid in R d defined by:
where we recall that λ 2 i T are the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix V P T and where the grid parameters R and δ are to be specified according to the final approximation accuracy desired. We assume N ∈ N * . The grid Y contains N d small hypercubes and their vertices are the nodes with coordinates (y j 1 1 , . . . , y j d d ) * for any j 1 , . . . , j d ∈ {0, . . . , N}. Then we define a new grid
The convex hull of Y is the hypercube D P , and let us introduce its image D P by A:
Then we define the multilinear interpolation of h based on the grid X by setting, for any
, and the restriction ofĥ to D P is Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constant at most equal to C Lip,h . The above construction is very similar to multilinear Lagrange finite elements on d-parallelotope, see [4] for a general reference.
£ Explicit approximation. Using (2.13) and taking the expectation, we get for the leading order of the expansion (2.6):
where U −1 V (X P T − m P T ) has the centered Gaussian law with independent components. Thus combining independence and scaling argument, setting
and using (2.10)-(2.11)-(2.15), a straightforward calculus leads to
Next for the corrective terms (2.7), we similarly replace h byĥ, which gives Cor 2,h ≈ Cor 2,ĥ .
For any multi-index α ∈ {1, . . . , d} |α| , we get for the derivatives ofĥ P using (2.14)-(2.16):
Thus it is sufficient to compute the perturbed coefficients β δ as in (2.17) according to the new
T and then to differentiate w.r.t. at = 0, which leads to explicit calculations. The next result summarizes the previous analysis, in combination with Theorem 2.1.
where the weight functions β δ j i and the grid y 0 are respectively defined in (2.17) and (2.15). Then we have
where Cor 2,ĥ is obtained replacing h P byĥ P in Cor 2,h (defined in (2.7)) and where the error using the multilinear finite elements approximation is defined by:
£ Accuracy results. The accuracy of multilinear interpolation depends on the smoothness of the function h to approximate. Our goal is not to be exhaustive in this respect but rather to give few settings relevant for the practical applications that we have in mind. For a detailed exposure on Finite Elements accuracy, see [4] . We distinguish three kinds of increasingly strong assumptions:
We state the accuracy results in the following Theorem, which proof is postponed to Section 4. Theorem 2.5. (Accuracy of SAFE method with multilinear finite elements). Assume (H x 0 ) and suppose that h satisfies at least (H1). Recalling the density f P of X P T in (1.4) and the domain D P in (2.12), for any multi-index α set 
where the Truncation Error
strongly depends on the size parameter R introduced in (2.11), and where the Interpolation Error on D P
depends on the grid mesh δ. On the one hand, for h ∈ Lip(R d , R), the truncation error is such
On the other hand, the Interpolation Error is estimated as follows, according to the regularity of h:
22)
where the generic constant c in case (H2) depends on the domains.
2.3.
Final approximation and complexity of the SAFE algorithm based on multilinear finite elements. Combining Theorems 2.1 (weak approximation with the Gaussian proxy) and 2.5 (suitable interpolation of h using the hat functions), we derive a final approximation of E[h(X T )] with a choice of parameters R and δ (see (2.11)) allowing to obtain a global error of order at most equal to
The proof of the following Theorem is left to the reader. Theorem 2.6. Assume (H x 0 ) and suppose that h satisfies at least (H1). Consider the local approximationĥ of h defined in (2.13) with parameters R and δ set as follows:
for an arbitrary fixed constant c. Then, the global error is of order 3 w.r.t. M 0 (σ, b)
Now, let us analyze the algorithm complexity w.r.t. the target error E, according to the regularity of h. Denote by C(d) the computational cost for the elementary operations at each node x j 1 ,..., j d of the local approximation: apart from the evaluation of h(x j 1 ,..., j d ), computations are mainly dedicated to the calculus of the β weights defined in (2.17) and their derivatives, which is simple and can even be made off-line. Therefore, the total computational cost of the algorithm is C FEL calculus = O C(d)(N + 1) d . Since N = 2R/δ, the complexity of the algorithm to reach the target error E = [M 0 (σ, b)
√
T ] 3 can be evaluated in the following manner. Corollary 2.7. With the previous notations and assumptions, as E → 0 we have
under (H3).
(2.23)
Let us briefly discuss the theoretical efficiency of our algorithm in comparison to a direct Monte-Carlo method. If we perform M simulations of the diffusion X T via an Euler scheme X ∆t T with time step ∆t, the total computational cost is of order M × (T/∆t), whereas the mean square error is (see [6] )
The first term (statistical error) is approximately equal to
The second error term (discretization error) is a bit delicate to analyze under our assumptions: Kebaier shows in [12, Proposition 2.2] that for any α ∈ ( 1 2 , 1], there is a Lipschitz function h so that the discretization error is O((∆t) α ). In [21, 2] , the order α = 1 is established for smooth h or for uniform (hypo)-elliptic σ, but these assumptions are not fulfilled in our setting. To encompass general results, we rather use strong convergence estimates, and we specialize them to our setting:
We now tune the parameters to achieve a L 2 -error of the same order as the SAFE method when E → 0, i.e. to have a mean square error Subsequent experiments are coherent with these rules.
2.4. SAFE with multiquadratic finite elements. For smooth functions at least of class C 3 (R d , R), we propose an extension using multiquadratic finite elements [4, Section 3.5] allowing to reach a given accuracy with a lower computational cost. We define two basis functions of center and size parameters z ∈ R and µ > 0:
To obtain a multiquadratic interpolation of h, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and any j ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} we denote by y 
which is a continuous approximation, piecewise quadratic in all directions on D P and vanishing outside the domain
A direct computation (a little bit tedious but without mathematical difficulty) yields:
where the function β is defined in (2.17) and where: We are now in a position to announce the following Theorem, which proof is very similar to those of Theorems 2.4-2.5 and is thus left to the reader. Theorem 2.8. (SAFE using multiquadratic finite elements). Assume (H x 0 ) and suppose that h ∈ C 3 
where the weight functions B δ j i , B δ/2 j i , β δ j i and β δ/2 j i and the grid y 0 are defined in (2.25), (2.17) and (2.15) . Then
where the truncation error Error FEQ,T h is estimated as in (2.21) and where the interpolation error using the multiquadratic interpolation is estimated as follows: 3 . In order to achieve a global accuracy E = [M 0 (σ, b)
T ] 3 , we conclude as for Corollary 2.7: namely, take R = 2 log(1/E) and δ = c for an arbitrary fixed constant c > 0. It leads to the following complexity result, which demonstrates a better asymptotic theoretical efficiency compared to Monte-Carlo methods in any dimension. Corollary 2.9. With the previous notations and assumptions, as E → 0 we have
For functions mixing various local regularity properties, we have better to use different shape functions and different mesh sizes, and possibly sparse grids [5] . It can be done easily according to the examples to handle, we do not develop further this adaptive viewpoint.
3. Proof of the error estimate in Theorem 2.1. The estimate of Error SA 2,h provided in (2.8) is proved in three steps:
1. L p -estimates of the interpolated process X η and of its derivatives; 2. Gaussian regularization of h with a small Brownian perturbation; 3. Malliavin integration by parts formula. We may stress that the step 2 with Gaussian regularization is a crucial ingredient for a secured use of Malliavin calculus integration by parts under the sole pointwise ellipticity (H x 0 ).
L p -norm estimates of
We have the following estimates ∀p ≥ 1: 
Proof. W.l.o.g. we can assume p ≥ 2. The estimate (3.1) is standard using classic inequalities and the upper bounds on b and σ in (H x 0 ). Regarding the estimate ofẊ η , start from (2.2): usual computations based on Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities and the Gronwall lemma lead to
with some generic constant c uniform in t ∈ [0, T ] and η ∈ [0, 1]. Then plug the estimate (3.1) into this inequality to conclude. Finally for the last estimate of (3.2), start from (2.3) and apply the same inequalities to obtain:
using the previous estimates easily achieves the proof. 
Proof. The first estimate readily follows from (3.3) and h ∈ Lip (R d , R) . About the second estimate, using the density f P of X P T (see (1.4) ), write
and complete the proof by combining the first estimate with standard upper bounds for the derivatives of f P (see Property 1.2). An important consequence of the above lemma is a nice control of correction and error terms w.r.t. h and h ξ . The proof is straightforward and we skip it. Corollary 3.3. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.2, we have
Hence, proving the error estimate (2.8) is reduced to prove the following. Proposition 3.4. Under previous assumptions, we have (3.4 ). This step is aimed at deriving error estimates related to h ξ , depending only on C Lip,h ξ ≤ C Lip,h and not on higher derivatives of h ξ , thanks to Malliavin integration by parts formula: we make it possible because of the extra independent noise ξW T/2 in (3.3) which plays an important role on the degeneracy event (see Lemma 3.7) . This ingredient is crucial to make our error analysis available. Let us detail the argumentation. We consider the Malliavin calculus w.r.t the (q+d)-dimensional Brownian motion (W, W), the Malliavin derivatives associated to W (respectively W) being denoted by D (respectively D). We refer to [20] for the related theory and the notations. First we extend the estimates provided in Lemma 3.1 to the norms || · || k,p related to the Sobolev space D k,p , k = 1, 2.
Malliavin integration by parts formula and proof of Proposition
In addition we have the following estimates for any p ≥ 1: Proof. The inclusions in D 1,∞ and D 2,∞ are standard to justify under our assumptions, we skip it and we focus on the L p -estimates. W.l.o.g. we assume p ≥ 2. We only detail the computations forẊ η t . Start from (2.2) to get ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ∀r ∈ [0, t], ∀(i, k) ∈ {1, . . . , d} × {1, . . . , q}:
Then apply the Young, Burkholder-Davis-Gundy and Hölder inequalities combined to the Gronwall lemma: it gives
In view of (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4) , the announced result (3.5) is proved. We now state the key result to establish Proposition (3.4). Proposition 3.6. Assume (H x 0 ). For η ∈ [0, 1], we consider the d-dimensional random variable:
Then for any Y ∈ D 1,∞ and any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, there exists a random variable Y j,η ∈ ∩ p≥1 L p such that
, for any p ≥ 1. Before proving it, let us complete the proof of Proposition 3.4. Define the residual processes
which enable us to represent the error (2.5) as follows:
The first error term is easily handled combining (3.7), Lemma 3.1 and C Lip,h ξ ≤ C Lip,h :
For the second error term of (3.8), use (3.3), apply for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d} the above Proposition 3.6 with Y = (R X 0,t ) i (R X 0,t ) j and use Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5 combined with (3.7) to get:
Proposition 3.4 is proved.
3.4. Proof of Proposition 3.6. It is clear that under (H x 0 ), F η defined in (3.6) is in D 2,∞ and is non degenerate since its Malliavin covariance matrix γ F η is such that
Then [20, Propositions 2.1.4 and 1.5.6] proves the existence of Y j,η such that for any p ≥ 1,
where we have used (3.4) and the value of ξ. To complete the proof of Proposition 3.6, apply the following estimates related to γ −1 F η : Lemma 3.7. Assume (H x 0 ). For any p ≥ 1 and any η ∈ [0, 1], we have:
Proof. Here we rely much on the assumption (H x 0 ) about the oscillation of eigenvalues of V P T . All the next generic constants are uniform in η ∈ [0, 1]. Using the definition of γ F η (3.9), write
Then, combining (3.7), (3.4) and (3.5), it readily follows (∀p ≥ 1)
Thus, it is an easy exercice (using the Leibniz formula for determinant) to deduce
We are in a position to prove (3.11) . For any given p ≥ 1 and m ≥ 1,
where we have notably used (3.9) at the first inequality, the Markov inequality, the definition of ξ and (3.10) at the second one and (3.14) at the last one. Then choose m = 4pd to readily obtain:
The first estimate of (3.12) readily follows from (3.11)- (3.13) . Regarding the second one, it is a consequence of which comes from (3.4) . 3.4. Proof of Proposition 3.6.
Truncation Error Error
Then using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 3.1, we get:
By the definition (2.12) of the domains D P and D P , we have
using a standard Gaussian concentration inequality. Finally, we have proved R
which easily leads to |Cor T 2,h − Cor T 2,ĥ | ≤ c (|h(m P T ))| + C Lip,h )e − R 2 4 . Combining this last estimate with (4.3) achieves the proof of (2.21).
Interpolation Error Error FEL,I
h . For any j 1 , . . . , j d ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} we denote by
] and we set D P, j 1 ,..
, cases (H1) and (H3). Our local approximation consists in using a tensor product finite elements of order 1 on d-parallelotope. We have for any
Hence an application of [4, Theorem 4.6.14] yields that sup
where c 0 is a universal constant. This obviously leads to :
, case (H2). We denote by J the set of integers j = ( j 1 , . . . , j d ) ∈ {0, . . . , N} d such that D P, j 1 ,.. j d does not intersect N h i=1 ∂D i : for j ∈ J, the restriction of h to D P, j 1 ,.. j d coincides with a C 2 -function, to which we can apply the estimate (4.5) in the case (H3). Otherwise, we can nevertheless use the estimate in the case (H1). It gives
Moreover, by the definition of µ (see (4.4) ), x ∈ D P, j 1 ,.. j d for some j J implies that d(x, ∂D i ) ≤ µ for some i: therefore, j J P X P T ∈ D P, j 1 ,..
. An application of the following lemma finally leads to
Then ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N h }, we have:
Proof. We give here a proof in the particular case where D i is a half-space of the form D i = {x ∈ R d , x 1 > 0}. Using the bound (1.4) for the density of X p T , we have
the last integral being obviously bounded by
For the general case, the idea is to locally map D i into a half-space by using local charts, so that we are reduced to the first case. We skip these standard computations and refer for instance to [8] . 
It readily follows that
cases (H1) and (H2), 3 , case (H3).
Gathering the above estimate with (4.6)-(4.7) yields the announced result (2.22).
Numerical experiments.
5.1. Model and set of parameters. For the numerical tests, we consider the case of d independent one-dimensional elliptic diffusions (X i ) i∈{1,...,d} driven by their own scalar Brownian motion (d = q). We choose the same dynamics for all diffusions: for any i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, set
We easily check that σ takes values in [ 2 3 , 2] and is of class C ∞ with bounded derivatives, the first derivative vanishing at ±1. A key feature of this diffusion model is that (owing to the Lamperti transform, see [11, p. 294-295] 
Thus, using numerical inversions of f to evaluate g, we can exactly simulate X T without discretization scheme to get our reference values. We consider four types of terminal functions from the most regular case to the less regular one: £Influence of the number of points. We observe in Tables 5.1-5.2-5.3 that as expected, with fewer points (SAFE Lin (H3) or Quad 3), we globally lose accuracy.
£Influence of the dimension and the terminal function. Generally speaking, for h 1 , h 2 , h 3 the accuracy is very good whatever the dimension is. For h 4 , results get worse as d increases. We notice in Tables 5.3-5.4-5.5 that in high dimension, the SAFE methods give more accurate results for h 3 (probably because the average of the r.v. induces smaller fluctuations) but less accurate for h 4 (certainly due to the regularity breakdown of the function max in high-dimension).
£Speed results. Regarding the execution times, we notice that in dimension 2, the use of SAFE is almost instantaneous versus 1 or 2 minutes for accurate Monte-Carlo simulations. In dimension 4, it takes 1h16 for SAFE Lin (H1), 7s for SAFE Lin (H2) and less for the other SAFE methods. Even if 1h16 seems to be quite important, it is still faster than MC (taking into account the discretization effort) but slower than MC Proxy. In dimension 6, SAFE Lin (H2) takes almost 5h which is comparable to MC. SAFE Quad 1 takes 1h30 but SAFE Lin (H3) (2m7s), Quad 2 and 3 (1m30s ands 2s) are very competitive. Notice that in dimension 5 (which results are not shown here), SAFE Lin (H2) and Quad 1 need approximatively 4m30s and 2m, a performance which is close to MC Proxy. In dimension 7 (not presented here), SAFE Lin (H3), Quad 2 and 3 respectively necessitate 47m, 34m and 21s. In higher dimension (≥ 8), only SAFE Quad 3 is competitive with very satisfying results except for the max terminal function. It takes 3m39s in dimension 8 (close to MC Proxy), about 36m in dimension 9 (not reported here) and almost 6h in dimension 10 (comparable to MC). Of course, this huge amount of computations can be easily split among parallel processors: this is a nice feature of the SAFE method. Also, the efficiency may be much improved by using sparse grids [5] , this is left to further investigation. With very few points, SAFE Quad 4-5 give in dimension 10 very good results for h 1 and h 2 , good results for h 3 (relative errors of order 5%) and pretty poor results with h 4 , for execution times of respectively 1m and less than 1s. This shows that for smooth functions, we may reach very high accuracies with few points.
£Convergence results. We notice from Figure 5 .1 that the convergence is quite fast for both SAFE Lin and Quad. Moreover the more regular the terminal function, the faster the convergence. For large regularity of h, only few points are needed to achieve convergence. On the contrary for the function max, the convergence speeds are similar (taking into account that the computational cost at fixed N is higher for SAFE Quad).
£Influence of the drift and the initial point. Table 5 .6 (parameters (P 2 )) shows that the accuracy is worsened as the drift gets larger, inaccuracies increasing with the irregularity of the terminal function. This transport term probably increases the deviations of the diffusion and worsens the accuracy of the proxy. On the contrary, considering an initial point at 1 which induces for σ small variations and magnitude leads to better results as presented in Table 5 .7 (parameters (P 3 )), notably for the function h 3 . All these observations are coherent with our error estimates in Theorems 2.1-2.6-2.8.
Appendix A. Computation of the correction terms in Theorems 2.1 and representation as sensitivities. We follow the routine of [9] , with some adaptations due the multidimensional setting. We first provide integration by parts formulas useful for the explicit derivation of the correction terms. In the following, c t : [0, T ] → R 1×q , C t : [0, T ] → R d×q are square integrable and predictable processes, A t : [0, T ] → R d×q is a square integrable and deterministic process and ψ, ψ 1 , . . . , ψ d : R d → R are smooth functions with bounded derivatives.
Lemma A.1. One has:
Proof. We begin with (A.1). The process A being deterministic, the Malliavin derivative D s T 0 A t dW t is equal to A s 1 s≤T and ψ( 
